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ABOUT THIS REPORT
This assessment has been produced by CareerMe. It uses psychometric measures to identify your personal strengths, skills and
potential vocational interests. This report can start you on the journey of matching your interests with occupations.
You should find this report a valuable aid when used together with other data sources. It is not intended to be used in isolation. Take
the time to discuss your results with the people who are important to you such as your family and career advisor. One of the greatest
advantages is to identify areas of strengths that you should follow up.
Your personalized report is divided into three sections. The first is a personality profile, explaining your personality in relation to the
workplace. The second section is a summary of your potential occupational preferences, based on your reported interests. Finally,
the report recommends further steps in selecting and preparation of a roadmap to reach desired occupations.
The report shows high accuracy if the questionnaires have been answered honestly. However, it will be invalid if there has been a
deliberate attempt to deceive. This report is designed to expand your career options and give you many paths to explore that
match your interests.
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YOUR PERSONAL DETAILS

Personal Details
STUDENT ID:

0004

NAME:

SAMPLE TEST

DATE OF BIRTH:

10 Oct 1990

AGE:

28

GENDER:

Male

MOBILE NUMBER:

1234567890

EMAIL:

example@example.com

NIC:

RECIDENTIAL DISTRICT:

Colombo

HIGHEST EDUCATION:

Professional Qualification

ARE YOU?

School Student

LOOKING FOR?

Training Course

Additional Information
Do you need a student loan?

YES

Do you like to work outside of your hometown?

YES

Are you interested in an internship?

NO

Are you interested to study free vocational course?

YES

Are you interested in foreign employment?

YES

Would you like to study overseas?

YES

Are you interested to study at a Private University?

YES

How good are your English Language Skills?
Reading: Basic

Writing: Intermediate

Speaking: Proficient

Industries that interest you
Construction

Information Technology
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YOUR OCCUPATIONAL PROFILE

Our career test measures 6 types of interest: Realistic (R), Investigative (I), Artistic (A), Social (S), Enterprising (E), and Conventional (C).
Your total scores for the 6 areas are shown below. The interest areas with the three highest scores are used to generate your
occupational personality type (or RIASEC type). This is represented as a three-letter code called the Interest Code. At the bottom of
the page is a breakdown of scores for each section of the test.

52% Realistic
56% Investigative
57% Artistic
69% Social
55% Enterprising
72% Conventional

Read about the interest areas by clicking here.

YOUR INTEREST CODE
Conventional - C - 72%

Social - S - 69%

Artistic - A - 57%

Your highest interest area is Conventional followed by Social and Artistic.
Break down of test scores per section
Scores

R

I

A

S

E

C

Are You?

38%

33%

58%

63%

58%

58%

Can You?

42%

42%

42%

71%

42%

71%

Do You Like to?

75%

75%

79%

79%

63%

79%

Appealing Occupations

54%

75%

50%

63%

58%

79%

Total Score

52%

56%

57%

69%

55%

72%
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YOUR INTEREST CODE EXPLAINS

CONVENTIONAL
Your career personality type is a combination of the above three interest areas. A detailed explanation of your personality in relation
to your highest interest area (Conventional) is below. To understand your specific combination of interests in more detail talk to our
career advisor.

CONVENTIONAL – THE ORGANIZERS
Characteristics

Likes

You are organized, careful and efficient. You value

You prefer clearly defined procedures and rules and regulations

structured operations, conformity and dependability. You

at your workplace that keep things running smoothly. You are

are accurate and prefer well defined tasks and order;

interested in in data and things, rather than people. As a result,

hence you are able to work well within large organizations.

you like to work with the paper and computer based aspects of a

You rarely seek leadership roles but are thorough,

business such as accounting, record keeping, and data

persistent and reliable in carrying out tasks. You see

processing.

yourself as responsible, orderly and possessing clerical,
organizational and numerical abilities.

Dislikes
You tend to dislike ambiguous, unstructured activities, dealing with
interpersonal issues, and activities that involve high creativity such
as drawing, and painting.
Skills and Strengths
Working with numbers, organizing schedules, processing
information, paying attention to details and business writing are
your strong points.

Careers

Possible Fields of Study

You prefer a work environment that supports organizational

You could consider the following:

competencies, such as record keeping and data
management. Typical Conventional careers for you to
consider include accountant, banker, officer manager,

Business, Accounting, Management, Finance and Insurance and
Public Administration.

secretary and librarian.
Read about your other interest areas by clicking here.

SOCIAL
Social individuals are humanistic, idealistic, responsible and concerned with the welfare of others. They enjoy participating in group
activities and helping, training, healing, counseling or developing others. They prefer to solve problems through discussions or
rearranging relationships. Most competent in: Human Relations. Typical social careers include social worker, counselor, occupational
therapist, teacher.

ARTISTIC
Artistic individuals are original, intuitive and imaginative and enjoy creative activities, such as composing or playing music, writing,
drawing or painting and acting in or directing stage productions. People who fall into this category prefer flexibility and ambiguity
and have an aversion to convention and conformity. Most competent in: Arts. Typical artistic careers include musician, artist, interior
designer, graphic designer, actor and writer.
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OCCUPATIONAL SUGGESTIONS

Find potential occupations that fit you by considering work that involves all three of your interest areas. Below are some occupations
under the Enterprising – Conventional – Realistic combinations.
CODE

OCCUPATION

MINIMUM SKILL LEVEL

CS

Medical Secretaries

Diploma or Higher Diploma

SC

Teacher Assistants

Diploma or Higher Diploma

SAC

Elementary School Teachers ✱

Bachelor’s Degree or Professional Qualification

SC

Graduate Teaching Assistants ✱

Postgraduate Degree

SC

Speech-Language Pathology Assistants

Diploma or Higher Diploma

SAC

Training and Development Specialists

Bachelor’s Degree or Professional Qualification

SAC

Career/Technical Education Teachers

Bachelor’s Degree or Professional Qualification
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YOUR NEXT STEPS

Entering the world of work is a challenging process. There are many occupations out there to choose but only a few will fit your
interests. After you decide on an occupation, you also need to identify your education options to achieving that career.
Below are some questions to consider when picking an occupation.
1). What is a typical work week for the occupation?
2). What are the minimum educational requirements?
3). What are the pros and cons about the occupation
4). Will this occupation meet my needs? (money, relationships, personal development, ambitions etc.)
Everyone has these questions and everyone can benefit from assistance. Our career advisors are equipped to help you with this
process.

Take the Test

Meet Advisor

Make Career Action Plan
(View Sample)

Above is an illustration of the CareerMe Guidance process. Step 1 is completed. To get the maximum benefit out of this report, we
encourage you to meet our advisor to learn more about yourself, and the education and career choices you should consider.

MEET ADVISOR

You can also call our hotline 077 9798480 or email us at info@careerme.lk for more information

Disclaimer: The purpose of this instrument is self-discovery. It is designed to help people identify their natural personality strengths, and their potential vocational interests, skills, and
values. The test result should not be used to identify, diagnose, or treat psychological mental health, and/or medical problems. The user assumes sole responsibility for any actions or
decisions that are made as a result of using this aid to self-discovery. By using the CareerMe online assessment, you expressly waive and relinquish any and all claims of any nature
against Ednext Analytics (Pvt) Ltd owner of CareerMe , any affiliated companies or schools, and/or their employees arising out of or in connection with the use of this assessment.
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